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Agenda

10:30 – 10:45 Introduction

10:45 – 11:15 Demonstration & Presentation of Process to date

11:15 – 11:50 Group Discussion to shape the next steps

11:50 – 12:00 Summary and Close  



WE ARE 
HERE



Map Demonstration 
& Presentation of Process





We have LCC Owned Land dataset for all of Leeds



1. Obtaining Leeds Land Ownership Data

2. Other useful datasets

3. Trying to make the map into a ‘digital common’

4. Examples from other cities

5. Learning from LILAC soft testing

The Process of Building the Map
August 2016 – January 2017



• Contacted LCC for land ownership dataset and green spaces (part of Site 
Allocations Plan) dataset because the mapped data has already been drawn 
and recorded (show SAP website)

• 6 month process due to concerns in releasing data

- if the data is made public it could be used for commercial gain

- clients have previously been charged for the data

• Agreement to release the LCC owned land data - snapshot in time

• Release of the SAP dataset is still being negotiated

1. Obtaining Leeds Land Ownership Data



• LCC Assets (buildings and structures) from Data Mill North 

• West Yorkshire Allotments

2. Other Useful Datasets



• Not wanting there to be ‘gatekeepers’ for the urban commons website e.g. ODI as the 
maintenance people, and LCC as the data suppliers

• The Leeds urban commons data ought to be editable by all and ‘live’

• Ordnance Survey (OS) licensing means they OWN any map info drawn over their maps. 
LCC uses OS maps as background for mapped information. 
Leeds City Lab cannot reproduce data mapped using OS legally without a license.

• Open Street Map (OSM) as a solution?

- ‘Wikipedia’ of Maps – editable by network of users, info updated and   corrected 
so data doesn’t have to be a snapshot in time

- BUT OS licensing still stops us from even manually re-drawing the data in OSM  

3. Trying to make the map into a ‘digital common’:



• 596 Acres.org (New York)

- Living Lots NYC https://livinglotsnyc.org

- NYCommons https://nycommons.org

• Kirklees Council Ownership (KC + Nesta + Thumbprint Co-op Partnership)

- http://whoownsmyneighbourhood.org.uk/

4. Examples from other places



• Sympathetic, data-literate, map-literate and community-orientated group, 
familiar with local activism. 

• How would the map be useful if you were going to try and change something in 
your area?

- Being able to contact the right local authority person

- Find out what local groups are active in the area

- Add more datasets to build up layers that form ongoing ‘urban commons’: 
assets of community value, unofficial footpaths, available grants in your area, 

 meeting room spaces, traffic and air pollution data, Natural England 
landscape and ecology designations, land identified for community self-build, climate 
change vulnerability, Twitter ‘hotspots’

5. Learning from LILAC soft testing



‘Bonus’ outputs
• Allotment data sets tidied up across neighbouring Councils

• LCC Assets (buildings and structures) point dataset re-released under the 
Open Government License, so it can be added to Open Street Map 
without OS restrictions



Discussion:

WHO wants to be involved? WHO ELSE could be involved?

WHAT might these collaborators do?

WHERE in Leeds would be good for testing the map?

e.g. which neighbourhoods? Which venues? 

What FUNDING streams are available?

What might the next steps be to develop the map 
to make it useful for Leeds communities? 


